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 Cyvatar today received more industry accolades as it was named a winner in network

security by the Business Intelligence Group for its innovative Cybersecurity-as-a-

Service (CSaaS) offering as part of the 2021 Fortress Cybersecurity Awards.

The Fortress awards program identifies and rewards the world’s leading companies and

products that are working to keep data and electronic assets safe among a growing

threat from hackers.

“2021 is rapidly becoming the toughest year for cybersecurity professionals and as our

reliance on networks continues to accelerate, our identities and data have quickly

become global currency, so security is more important than ever,” said Maria Jimenez,

chief nominations officer at the Business Intelligence Group. “We are proud to recognize

all of our winners and finalists who are on the frontlines of the effort to prepare, defend

and respond to this growing threat.”

Cyvatar’s proprietary ICARM method guarantees proper installation, configuration,

assessment, remediation, and maintenance for every Cyvatar technology solution so that

organizations actually achieve better protection and resilience from their investments

And because Cyvatar’s method is continuous, it protects against attack vectors that

haven’t even surfaced yet.

“It’s continued validation of our unique CSaaS model that industry peers recognized

Cyvatar again for exceptional leadership and innovation,” said Cyvatar Co-Founder and

Chief Product and Strategy Officer Craig Goodwin. “As the first subscription-based

CSaaS company to deliver effortless, affordable cybersecurity, we enable our members

to protect confidential information with the people, processes, and technology essential

to ensure they get value from their security tools, from conception and strategy to

implementation and maintenance. No other provider delivers holistic security at price

points that work for any size customer and guaranteed value that allows customers to

cancel anytime.”

 Cyvatar CSaaS levels the playing field by democratizing cybersecurity and making the

best protection accessible and affordable for every size organization, even if they have
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no cybersecurity expertise in-house. If your organization needs award-winning

cybersecurity, Cyvatar can help. 

 

About Cyber Defense Magazine

With over 5 Million monthly readers and growing, and thousands of pages of searchable

online infosec content, Cyber Defense Magazine is the premier source of IT Security

information for B2B and B2G with our sister magazine Cyber Security Magazine for B2C.

We are managed and published by and for ethical, honest, passionate information

security professionals. Our mission is to share cutting-edge knowledge, real-world stories

and awards on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology

industry. We deliver electronic magazines every month online for free, and special

editions exclusively for the RSA Conferences. CDM is a proud member of the Cyber

Defense Media Group. Learn more about us at https://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com

and visit https://www.cyberdefensetv.com and https://www.cyberdefenseradio.com to

see and hear some of the most informative interviews of many of these winning company

executives. Join a webinar at https://www.cyberdefensewebinars.com and realize that

infosec knowledge is power.

 

About Cyvatar

Cyvatar is committed to effortless cybersecurity for everyone. As the industry’s first

subscription-based, cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS) company, it’s our mission to

transform the way the security industry builds, sells, and supports cyber solutions. We

empower our members to achieve successful outcomes by providing expert advisors,

proven technologies, and a strategic process roadmap to guarantee results that map to

their business drivers. Our approach is rooted in proprietary ICARM (installation,

configuration, assessment, remediation, maintenance) methodology that delivers smarter,

measurable security solutions for superior compliance and cyber-attack protection

faster and more efficiently, all at a fixed monthly price. And because we’re a subscription,

members can cancel anytime. Cyvatar is headquartered in Irvine, California with

locations around the world. Begin your journey to security confidence at CYVATAR.AI

and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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